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Abstract
Gamification calls for cogent philosophical analysis and is a valuable opportunity

to explore manipulative design, in which users are manipulated into doing

something by using an artifact just as it is designed to be used. This chapter

analyzes gamification as the implementation of inducements to striving play in

artifacts that are not themselves games. Implementing such inducements is a

species of a more generic form of design in which users are provided with tools

for reasoning, along with scaffolding that putatively justifies using those tools in

particular ways and for particular purposes. This chapter further argues that

gamification, and this more generic mode of design, is manipulative when, and

because, using these tools in such ways serves the designers’ hidden purposes.

Finally, this chapter argues that using manipulatively gamified or designed

artifacts typically hinders us in making our lives more meaningful.

If you are like me, you are beset on all sides by habits you wish you could break. You might wish

you wrote before breakfast, with nothing but your first cup of coffee to get you going; instead,

you lie in bed and scroll through social media until your stomach is growling and the golden

hour has faded. You might wish you flossed three times a week, but just remembering to do so,

nevermind mustering the courage, proves too difficult. You might wish you only ate chips on the

weekend, but find yourself munching away at them on a Tuesday once the kids are down and

you do not have to worry about setting a bad example.

So let me introduce you to Habitica. Habitica is an app in which you create a little avatar

for yourself who starts as a lowly warrior with paltry gear and few skills. You can then input

habits that you want to avoid—like eating junk food too often in a week—and habits you want to

cultivate—like flossing three times a week. Performing a “Good Habit” gives you gold for
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equipment or points you can use to buff your character, making them stronger, smarter, and so

forth; performing a “Bad Habit” harms your character, depleting their health or magic reserves.

As your character becomes better, you can then ‘fight’ increasingly more challenging ‘bosses’ by,

as before, performing Good Habits, avoiding Bad Habits, completing daily to-dos, etc.
1

Habitica promises to “Gamify Your Life”. By offering you a game-like system for

cultivating habits you want and avoiding habits you do not, it gamifies personal development in

the hope that you will be more motivated to cultivate better habits, and have fun doing so.

“Gamification” is a way of talking about design that has taken the tech world by storm. In

broad strokes, it refers to the implementation of game-like features in artifacts that are, strictly

speaking, not games.
2

At the end of the day, for example, Habitica is not really a role-playing

game: it is an app for time management with RPG trappings.

The evangelists for gamification are easy to find. Gabe Zichermann, for example,

announces that “the revolution will be gamified”, while Jane McGonigal declares that “reality is

broken”, and games “can change the world”, by which she means the world beyond games.
3

But to assess these grand claims, we need a better understanding of just what, exactly,

gamification is. Now, “gamification” and its cognates are basically terms of art, whose meanings

their users are free to stipulative for their purposes. The above gloss, however, is too imprecise

to be useful for much of anything beyond sexy ad copy.
4

More precision is needed.

Let me illustrate. In 1795, Napoleon Bonaparte announced a large monetary prize of

12,000 francs to the citizen who could best improve upon existing techniques for preserving

food (such as drying, smoking, and pickling), so that his soldiers on the increasingly far-flung

frontlines could get varied, nutrition-rich foods without paying the exorbitant prices that local

4
cf. Bogost (2014).

3
See Zichermann (2013) and McGonigal (2011).

2
For this gloss, see, e.g., Cherry (2012), and Deterding et al. (2011). For extensive discussion of the history

and precursors of the notion, including ‘serious games’, see Deterding et al. (ibid.) and Deterding (2014).

1
For a more thorough rundown, see https://habitica.fandom.com/wiki/Habitica_Wiki (retrieved 7

January, 2020). Thanks to Niklaas Tepelmann for the example.
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merchants demanded. In 1810, Nicolas Appert’s industrialized canning processes ultimately won

that prize. For Zichermann, this is an example of gamification that long predates that term.
5

There is some sense in which Napoleon’s competition is “game-like”: there are, after all,

plenty of games that are competitions for prize money. And if that is all it takes to gamify, it is

easy to be seduced by the revolutionary potential of gamification, since industrialized processes

that support continent-spanning war efforts promise to change the world in profound, enduring

ways, and Napoleon’s competition might very well have moved such innovation along.

But this notion of gamification is too broad to be of any use. For one thing, competitions

arise for scientific breakthroughs, arms races, bank runs, debates, jobs, finding El Dorado, and

everywhere else; and many of these competitions come with monetary prizes. At the same time,

there are proper games that involve any number of things we find in the world beyond games,

such as warfare, household management, state-building, railroading, farming, border control,

air traffic control, and sidewalks (as in the classic childhood game, “Don’t Step on the Cracks”).

Commonalities between games and the non-game world are everywhere and easy to find; their

existence does not give us any insight into any particular mode of design.
6

So there is a challenge here to say exactly what we’re talking about when we talk about

gamification. But this question, at the end of the day, might not matter: why should we care how

these semantic issues shake out?

My answer is that gamification, properly understood, is an opportunity to better

understand and evaluate manipulative design. Here is a brief gloss on the phenomenon. In

manipulation in general, a manipulator adopts a strategic stance vis-à-vis her victim: she wants

6 Now, it is true that the evangelists for gamification point to particular features that they say are

characteristic of games or of game design, and that can be ported over into the design of non-game

artifacts; but their proposals suffer from the same basic problem I’ve just given. By way of illustration,

consider that McGonigal offers the following four traits as definitional of games: goals, rules, feedback

systems, and voluntary participation (2011: 21). But this ‘definition’ falls to many counterexamples. Here

is just one: cooking by a recipe, when one could just as easily order takeout.

5
Zichermann (2013: chapter 1). Strictly speaking, Zichermann does not appeal to the notion of

‘implementing game-like features’, but to ‘using game thinking and game mechanics’ (ibid.). But it is not

all that clear if this marks a difference that should interest us, and anyway the point I’m about to make

applies to his gloss just as well as it does to the one I provide in the main text.
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her victim to do something, and chooses the means of influence she takes to be most expedient

to making that happen. In more familiar, interpersonal cases, these means are typically things

like emoting, cajoling, peer pressure, or trickery. In manipulative design, the means is design:

the manipulator designs an artifact in such a way that, when her victim uses it just as it is

designed to be used, the victim is manipulated into doing something.

Manipulative design is interesting in a couple of ways. First, manipulative design

enables, if you like, ‘manipulation at a distance’. In ordinary cases, the manipulator typically has

to play an active, guiding role in producing the desired outcome. She has to be ready to tune her

tactics on the fly, appealing to now this or that argument, obscuring this or that bit of

information, or taking this or that turn on a long guilt trip. In manipulative design, this need not

be so: she can rely on her victim using the artifact as it has been designed to be used, at some

remove from the manipulator’s watchful eye.

Second, and for this reason, manipulative design can be accomplished by manipulators

who are not, in a robust sense, unified agents. While such manipulators do have to get their act

together enough that the artifacts they produce are designed for particular uses, their internal

coordination need not rise to the level required for strategic supervision in the deployment of

those artifacts. In particular, they need not exhibit the internal coordination we find in a skillful

individual manipulator, who brings to bear a wide range of subtle emotional cues, argument,

presentation, and so forth in service of her aim and in response to the developing interaction

with her victim. Manipulative design is how corporations, academic disciplines, and democratic

republics manipulate people (when they do).

Here, in brief, is the connection between gamification and manipulative design. As we

will see in sections 1 and 2, gamification is designing artifacts to induce the patterns of reasoning

characteristic of striving play. So gamification is a species of a more generic mode of design,

namely, of designing artifacts to induce particular patterns of reasoning. As we will see in
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section 3, this mode of design is manipulative when and because inducing such patterns of

reasoning serves the designers’ hidden purposes.

There are many ethical lenses through which we might evaluate manipulative design.
7

While many concerns are at stake, I am interested in the negative impact that manipulative

design has on living a meaningful life.
8

So, in section 4, I will use Duolingo as a case study to

sketch an argument to the effect that, typically, when we use manipulatively designed artifacts,

we are hindered in making our lives (more) meaningful. This will also enable me to sketch some

principles of design ethics for supporting, rather than hindering, living (more) meaningful lives.

1. Striving Play in Games and Gamification

We often play games in a way that diverges from how we engage in ordinary life. For example,

someone might try to score more points than her racquetball partner in order to beat him, or

they might try to build a heavily research-focused civilization in order to be the first empire to

send a colony into space (as in the Civilization videogame series). In these sorts of examples, the

relationship marked by “in order to” is the familiar one between means and ends; and, within

the context of the game itself, we can say that these are (some of) the means and ends. However,

in the broader context that incorporates facts about the motivational psychology of the players

themselves, the story we tell must change, and in an illuminating way.

To see this, consider the perennial “good sport” who plays a game such as Civilization

with well-defined rules and victory conditions, as many modern sports, boardgames, and

videogames typically have. First, this person plays such a game for some broader

purpose(s)—she plays to spend time with friends, have fun, or both. Second, the good sport

8
See Nyholm (this volume) for a similar evaluative approach. And see Gorin (this volume) for a different

account of gamification in terms of reasons, along with a different sort of explanation of when and why it

is harmful, one given in terms of domination.

7
In treating this as a distinct question, I assume that it is false that, as a matter of conceptual necessity,

manipulation is pro tanto morally wrong. For defenses of this assumption, see, for example, Baron

(2014), Coons and Weber (2014), and Wood (2014).
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genuinely plays to win, fair and square: she focuses her efforts on scoring the most points, or

sending a colony to mars, and doing so in the ways the game permits. Third, however, whether

the good sport does win is immaterial to her at the end of the day: her broader purposes are

satisfied whether she wins or loses (provided the game is well designed in other ways). She is

happy to high-five the other players and grab a drink once the game is over.

On the one hand, the good sport pursues the in-game “ends” via the in-game “means”:

she endeavors, for example, to be the first to send a colony into space in Civilization (i.e., to win)

by developing the most scientifically advanced empire in the game (rather than by entering a

cheat code, for example). On the other hand, the explanation for why she pursues that “end” is

not that achieving it serves her broader purposes for playing in the first place. Her broader

purposes are satisfied just by the engrossing pursuit that that “end”, linked as it is with its

“means”, make possible. An engrossing space race in Civilization is a great way for her to have

fun or spend time with her friends, whether or not she wins it.

Call what the good sport does striving play. To condense the foregoing into something

like a slogan, we can say that striving play is rule-based, purposeful pursuit without a concern

for achievement.
9

Many games are designed for striving play. Indeed, this seems to be one paradigmatic

mode of design for modern games for adults, since such design typically involves creating fairly

complex rule-sets that are interesting to navigate toward well-defined (cooperative or

competitive) victory conditions.

Later, I’ll say more of what such design comes to. In the meantime, notice that many

non-games are also plausibly designed for striving play. Habitica, which we have seen, is one

9
See Nguyen (2020: chapter 1), himself drawing on Suits (1978). Nguyen goes further than I do and

makes more substantive claims about the motivational psychology of striving players. In particular, he

claims that they take up the in-game “ends” for the sake of the in-game “means”. If true, this would mark

a peculiar inversion as compared to ordinary life, in which we take up means for the sake of ends. It is

controversial just how to characterize the psychology of striving play in further detail, but the further

details will not matter for what follows. My thanks especially to David Heering, Annina Loets, and

Richard Woodward for discussion on these points.
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example. The platform enables users to perform tasks associated with self-defined “Good

Habits”, and avoid tasks associated with self-defined “Bad Habits”, in order to acquire gold or

experience, or to avoid losing health or magic points. Moreover, it is meant to be used by players

to serve their broader purposes, such as to cultivate better habits and break bad ones. And those

players are meant to follow the rules the platform provides, and to genuinely try to acquire as

much gold as possible and to level up their avatars as much as possible, because these attempts

will serve their broader purposes. After all, players acquire more gold and level up their avatars

by doing the activities they want to become habitual, and they avoid losing health or magic

points by avoiding the habits they want to break. However, at the end of the day, how much

money or experience points they acquire in the course of doing these things is immaterial as far

as these broader purposes are concerned: it is the pursuit that serves those purposes.

Here are a few more examples of non-games that are plausibly designed for striving play.

Duolingo. Users complete language-learning exercises to gain “experience points”

that accumulate to reach a new “Crown Level” of skill in a chosen language. Their

Crowns can “break” from time to time, and then be “put back together” by

reviewing the material for the corresponding level. They also have a “streak” that

counts the number of consecutive days they have completed at least one lesson of

instruction, which resets to zero upon missing a day.
10

Weight-Loss Competition. A set of friends or coworkers agree to a competition to

see who can lose the most weight within a relatively brief time-frame, such as

three months. They meet weekly to weigh in, and encourage each other on. The

person who loses the most by the end of the competition receives a nominal

monetary prize, such as a small gift card.

Disney’s Electronic Whip. A scoreboard is hung prominently in each of the

laundry rooms of the Disneyland Resorts in California, which lists each worker

present and highlights their name in relation to how close they are to hitting the

current productivity target their boss sets from his office—red for seriously

behind, yellow for falling behind, and green for meeting the target.
11

11
See Gabrielle (2018).

10
For more, see https://duolingo.fandom.com/wiki/Duolingo_Wiki (retrieved 2 February, 2020).
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The “ends” these artifacts provide are meant to be immaterial to their users outside of the

artifact itself. Losing one’s streak in Duolingo, or seeing one’s name in green on the

laundry-room scoreboard, for example, are immaterial vis-à-vis the broader purposes for which

people are meant to engage with these artifacts—developing competency in a secondary

language, or not getting fired.
12

However, as “ends” to the particular “means” the artifact

connects them to, they make possible patterns of pursuit that do serve those broader purposes.

That non-games can also designed for striving play helps us make theoretical progress.

As I mentioned early on, the standard gloss on gamification is that it is the implementation of

game-like elements to non-games. We are now in a position to postulate just what makes a

feature of an artifact “game-like” in the relevant sense: it is an inducement to striving play.

In a moment, I will say more about what it is to induce striving play, and so what it is for

an artifact to be designed for such a thing. In the meantime, a different question arises: when is

implementing inducements to striving play gamification, and when is it game design?

The following path is perhaps most inviting, but is ultimately a trap: identify when

inducements to striving play are being implemented in a game, and when not; when they are,

you’re designing a game; when they are not, you’re gamifying. This is a trap because it lures us

into the brambles of saying just what a game is.
13

I am not going to go that way. We have a good enough grip on the sorts of broader

purposes for which artifacts might be used to keep gamification and game design separate as we

go. Generally speaking, games proper are designed for entertainment and, at least in more

13
For an admirable attempt at this, see Nguyen (2020: especially chapter 6). For present purposes, I will

remain agnostic as to whether Nguyen succeeds, though I am highly sympathetic to his account.

Contemporary skepticism about the possibility of giving a complete analysis of what it is to be a game is

voiced most forcefully, of course, by Wittgenstein (1953 [2009]: esp. sections 66–71)—though his agenda

in those passages is considerably more ambitious.

12
In Disney’s Electronic Whip, more is obviously going on: for one thing, the scoreboard generates its

results by tracking the actual productivity of the workers. And that is not at all immaterial to whether or

not they get fired. The point I’m making here is just that the colored scoreboard is a design feature that is,

strictly speaking, immaterial to whether they get fired: the manager has their productivity data at his

fingertips, and indeed sets the productivity target in light of that data, which in turn affects how the

scoreboard displays the rankings. The data matters; the interface does not, except to the extent that it

motivates the workers to work faster. And that is exactly the dynamic characteristic of striving play.
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ambitious cases, certain kinds of aesthetic experience in which activity itself is the medium. In

the latter sorts of cases, games are designed to produce aesthetically valuable forms of activity in

collaboration with the players themselves, much as when a musician interprets a concerto, or an

actor gives a scripted performance on screen.
14

By contrast, gamified artifacts are designed for

other sorts of broader purposes, such as education, training, or losing weight. Our grasp on

these differences will be enough for what follows because, as I mentioned at the outset, my main

quarry is manipulative design in general, which in principle could happen in game design as well

as in gamification. And while it will turn out that the broader purposes for which these artifacts

are designed plays a role in explaining why design is manipulative when it is, this will not hang

on whether those purposes bear on the distinction between gamification and game design.

2. Inducements to Striving Play

What is it for an artifact to induce striving play? This question is like asking when, in general, a

glove fits a hand. You can’t answer that question without remarking on the general features of

gloves and the hands for which they are made. Similarly, we cannot answer our question

vis-à-vis artifacts without remarking on the general features of those artifacts and the users for

which they are made.

I have already said something about the users: they are able to engage in striving play, in

which the pursuit that the artifact makes possible serves their broader purposes. But it won’t be

enough for an artifact to simply allow for this. A sidewalk allows for striving play—remember

“Don’t Step on the Cracks”—but does not for that reason induce striving play. And it is too much

for a artifact to require this. It is possible to engage with an app like Habitica without striving

play. For example, one might be an alpha tester who is paid to run up one’s experience, health

bar, etc. as high as possible to see how the app behaves in extreme cases. And yet, Habitica still

plausibly induces striving play.

14
cf. Nguyen (2020: chapter 6).
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To make progress, I need to enrich our picture of ourselves as thinking and acting agents.

Across many areas of life, we use heuristics when reasoning about what to think and what to do.

Heuristics are defeasible rules that recommend certain decisions on the basis of some

circumscribed set of considerations. These rules, including their component decisions and sets

of considerations, can vary from the concrete and particular to the abstract and general—though

the rules themselves remain defeasible in all cases. For example, the rule to run twice each week

is a highly concrete and particular heuristic: it recommends running, on any particular occasion,

just on the basis of how many times one has already run that week. By contrast, the well-known

Satisficing Rule is a highly abstract and general heuristic: it recommends choosing the first

satisfactory option presented, abstracting from the particular details of the options presented or

what sorts of considerations bear on satisfactoriness.
15

An artifact can enable heuristic reasoning in a specific sense: by meeting the essential

prerequisites of the relevant defeasible decision rule. To take a classic example, a cafeteria layout

enables satisficing by arranging visitors’ options in a sequence. This is because the Satisficing

Rule requires such a set-up essentially: one cannot choose the first satisfactory option presented

unless the options are presented in sequence.
16

So what it is for an artifact to induce a certain pattern of reasoning and downstream

acting is in part for it to enable, in this specific sense, reasoning with a specific heuristic about

what to do. In the case of artifacts that induce striving play, the heuristics in question have a

means-end structure that need not be exhibited by all heuristics. The Satisficing Rule, for

example, lacks such a structure: it recommends taking the first satisfactory option, end of story.

It does not recommend taking some option in order to bring about something else. Gamified

artifacts and games alike establish rules that link means and ends; this is essential to striving

16
For the cafeteria example, see Thaler and Sunstein (2008: 1). As I have argued elsewhere, to enable

rules like these is what it is for an artifact to be or contain a nudge; see Parmer (ms).

15
cf. Simon (1955). For other examples, see Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011).
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play. So the first feature of inducing striving play is as follows: that the artifact in question

enables following a defeasible decision rule with a means-end structure.

Still, inducing striving play requires a bit more. This is easy to see when we consider the

defeasible rules involved. Consider, for example, that Duolingo enables the rule to complete

daily lessons in order to extend your streak, and a weight loss competition enables the rule to

lose the most weight in order to win the prize money. Now, gamified artifacts like these often

incorporate a lot of virtual elements, having to do with streaks, scoreboards, and so on, so the

enabling conditions for these rules are rather more complex than those of the Satisficing Rule.

But merely enabling these rules need not induce striving play, rather than ordinary means-end

motivations. For example, a weight-loss competitor can be pursuing the prize money when

actually winning is immaterial to her purpose of losing weight, as the good sport would in

striving play; or she can be trying outright to win the prize money as a means to buying birthday

gifts. The rule itself is silent on how to be motivated in following it.

What additional features constitute inducing striving play, over and above enabling the

relevant rule(s)? Two further features are needed. First, the artifact must offer or make salient

putative justification for taking the means in the decision rule independently of the ends in it.

Consider, by way of example, the means and ends embodied in decision rules provided by

Duolingo and Habitica: Duolingo provides the rule to complete daily lessons (the means) in

order to maintain one’s streak (the end); and Habitica provides the rule to complete tasks on a

daily basis (the means) in order to acquire more experience points for one’s avatar (the end). In

presenting itself as a language-learning tool, Duolingo makes salient putative justification for

completing the daily lessons: to acquire and maintain competence in a secondary language.

Habitica, similarly, makes salient putative justification for completing tasks on a daily basis: to

develop habits one wants to have. These justifications have nothing to do with the ends
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inscribed in the rules these apps enable: they have nothing to do with extending one’s Duolingo

streak, or gaining experience within the Habitica virtual environment, for example.
17

The second feature is that the artifact must offer or make salient putative justification for

pursuing the ends in the decision rule that depends on the putative justification for taking the

means in it. For example, it is easier to focus on, and be motivated by, maintaining one’s

Duolingo streak than to focus on, and be motivated by, developing a secondary language such as

German in consistent increments. Now, facts about what is easier to attend to and be motivated

to do do not, in themselves, justify attending to and pursuing what is easier. The easier option,

after all, might still have nothing to be said in its favor. It is easier to drink three cans of paint

than to drink four, for example. However, in a context where the easier option is linked to

something for which there is such putative justification, such facts offer derivative justification

to take the easier tack. With Duolingo, completing daily lessons (i.e., the means in the decision

rule) are given such a putative justification (namely, that it supports secondary-language

competence); in this context, the fact that it is easier to focus on maintaining one’s streak (i.e., to

focus on the end in the decision rule) offers derivative justification to do so.

Let us take stock. The decision rules in gamified artifacts have a familiar means-end

structure: do this in order to do that. At the same time, however, these additional two features

set the normative support running in the opposite direction by offering or making salient

putative justification for taking the means that is independent of the end, and justification for

pursuing the end that is dependent on the means. So an artifact induces striving play by

enabling specific patterns of (heuristic) reasoning and acting, coupled with normative

scaffolding that does not support achieving the ends involved in the heuristics themselves, but

rather what is served by the pursuit of those ends.

17
Similarly, games that are designed for striving play make salient justifications about how enjoyable this

pursuit would be, or are perhaps aesthetic in character and concern agency: having to do, for example,

with the elegance, difficulty, subtlety, etc. of this pursuit.
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While tailored for striving play in games and gamification, this account provides a model

for a more generic form of design, of which gamification is a species. Stepping back a bit, this

genus of design can be seen as offering users tools for reasoning, supported by scaffolding that

(putatively) justifies using those tools in specific ways or for the sake of specific purposes.

3. Deception Explains Manipulative Gamification

What makes designing things in these ways manipulative (when it is)? I will focus primarily on

manipulative gamification to keep things tractable, but I have two further ambitions. The first is

to offer an explanation that applies, with little emendation and as broadly as possible, to

manipulative design in the form of scaffolded tools for reasoning, which I mentioned just a

moment ago. The second is to offer an explanation that comports well with plausible

explanations of manipulation in other kinds of cases, namely, those in which the means of

influence are not design at all.

My conception of gamification makes some candidate explanations more salient than

others. Consider that I have placed heuristic reasoning front-and-center in my account: it is by

enabling certain patterns of heuristic reasoning, and providing some normative scaffolding

around reasoning in that way, that gamified artifacts induce striving play. So, to the extent that

users use gamified artifacts as those artifacts were designed to be used, users are going to think

and act in ways those artifacts recommend. These recommendations can be bad.

There are many ways such recommendations might be bad. One way is straightforwardly

procedural: the recommended way of deciding might not be a good way to decide. It is true that

gamified artifacts make use of tendencies in us to decide in fast-and-frugal ways—ways that, for

example, prioritize avoiding loss over achieving gain, or substitute familiarity for normality, or

favor the merely satisfactory over the optimal. To some, deciding in such ways is not deciding in
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a fully rational way, so, to the extent that gamification induces such decision-making, it might be

viewed as subverting or bypassing rational decision-making and thus manipulative.
18

The first thing to note is that this explanation does not comport well with the data itself.

Many examples of gamification, such as Habitica or a weight-loss competition between friends,

do not look prima facie to be manipulative. But it seems to me that this the worry is motivated

by distinctly theoretical considerations about the nature of rationality rather than intuitions over

cases. The very fact that gamification works by enticing people to act without carefully and

comprehensively considering, and weighing up, what speaks for or against their options, seems

to drive the worry that they are being manipulated, perhaps even by themselves.

But here I must dig in my heels: gamification does not always bypass or subvert rational

decision-making. Since I have argued for this at length elsewhere for heuristic reasoning in

general, I will be brief.
19

I assume that reasoning is a matter of making inferences in a

rule-governed way. And, while it is controversial what good reasoning is, I take it to have two

hallmarks: first, the rules involved need to be generally procedurally good rules to follow; and,

second, the agent herself needs to be able to be flexible vis-à-vis these rules when she takes the

particular situation to call for it.

Using heuristics can exhibit both of these hallmarks. First, heuristics are often generally

procedurally good rules to follow, when and because they recommend decisions on the basis of

some normative considerations, and the decisions themselves are good enough (given the

limitations of creatures like us). For example, the Satisficing Rule recommends a decision on the

basis of the normative consideration of whether the next item encountered is sufficiently

acceptable, and choosing such an item is good enough considered against the limitations of

working memory, time, and certainty creatures like us face. Second, we can be flexible vis-à-vis

19
See Parmer (ms). A variety of recent work has responded to a structurally similar worry about nudges,

such as Engelen (2019), Houk (2019), Levy (2019), Schmidt (2019), and Schmidt and Engelen (2020).

18
For this sort of worry as it relates to nudging in general, see Grüne-Yanoff (2012) and Wilkinson (2013).

More generally, it is common to defend the view that manipulation just is the bypassing or subversion of

our rational capacities; see, for example, Blumenthal-Barby (2012) and Wood (2014). Against this, consult

Gorin (2014a).
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heuristics because of their defeasible character: we can disregard the rule when we take

ourselves to have greater reason to do other than it recommends, even when the rule does not

itself concern such reasons. To continue with the example, we can disregard the Satisficing Rule

when if we believe our options are being presented to us in a sequence in which an exceedingly

good item is deliberately delayed as long as possible.

This gives us some reason to think that heuristic reasoning can realize rational

decision-making. People who harbor procedural worries, then, need to give us more; the mere

fact that users of gamified artifacts are engaged in heuristic reasoning is not enough to show

they are not deciding in a fully rational way, and so the fact that gamified artifacts induce such

reasoning does not, on its own, look to be manipulative.

It is also worth noting that, if games induce striving play in the same way, this worry

seems ill-formed because it is implausible that game designers manipulate us merely by

inducing striving play in us. And, indeed, my account of inducing striving play is meant to be

sufficiently general to cover striving play in games proper, as well as in gamification—such

inducement is, after all, what makes gamification like game design.

A more promising view might be that gamification is manipulative when, and because,

the designers are indifferent to the actual justificatory status of the striving play they induce,

and care only about the causal efficacy of their particular design choices.
20

Indeed, this view is

commonly motivated by cases of manipulation that seem to proceed by offering genuine

justification, such as Moti Gorin’s Trust Me case, in which his imagined counterpart

manipulates someone by offering them sound arguments and sensible advice so that, in two

months’ time, they will believe a lie of his that they otherwise would not have.
21

Such cases

21
For this case and some discussion, consult Gorin (2014a: 58–59).

20
cf. Coons and Weber (2014), Gorin (2014a), and Gorin’s ‘non-paternalistic reasonable manipulation’

(2014b). This explanation also bears similarities to Klenk’s account, though his account states that

manipulators are careless vis-à-vis genuine justification, and so it seems more demanding (2020). For

other deployments of indifference to explain the wrongness of manipulative influences, see Jongepier and

Wieland (this volume) and Nys and Engelen (this volume).
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would be structurally analogous to cases of manipulative gamification that tap into heuristic

reasoning that realizes rational decision-making.

The problem is that indifference does not provide a compelling explanation of such

cases. Gorin’s counterpart in Trust Me is not indifferent to the justificatory status of the

considerations he is offering his victim: he’s relying on their being genuine justifications.

Extending this idea a bit, gamifiers can similarly rely on genuine justifications for using their

artifacts as they are designed to be used, and still manipulate their users through those artifacts.

This is not indifference either.

Now, it might be replied that such manipulators are indifferent in the sense that, if they

had thought that they could most effectively influence their victims without offering them

genuine justifications, they would have taken that tack instead.
22

The problem with appealing to

this counterfactual, however, is that it comports just as well with an explanation of manipulation

in terms of deception about the influencer’s purposes. After all, if Gorin’s counterpart

manipulated you into trusting him without offering you good reasons to trust him, it is hard to

see how we would do this, in the nearest possible situation, without deceiving you about the fact

that he aims to get you to believe his lie in two months’ time. Whatever efficacy his tactics

had—despite their not being the offering of good reasons—would be undercut by his purpose

being transparent; so he would have to deceive you at least in the minimal sense that he would

have to keep his purpose opaque to you. Moreover, his tactics as presented in Trust Me clearly

rely on such minimal deception about his purpose, since his sensible advice, sound arguments,

and so forth would fall on deaf ears were his victim to see why he is offering them.
23

So we need further argument to discriminate between these explanations. Now, Gorin

has offered a putative counter-example to deception-based accounts of manipulation. In Off the

Wagon, Adams wins a job promotion over his colleague Wilson by successfully leading her, a

23
Many of the other examples Gorin gives are similarly amenable to explanations in terms of deception

about purposes, such as his Global Warming example (2014a: 58) and Election example (2014b: 91–92).

My thanks especially to Chris Bartel, Moti Gorin, and Kalle Grill for discussion on these matters.

22
cf. Gorin (2014a: 59; and 2014b: 93–94).
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recovering alcoholic, into a relapse so that she will perform worse at work—all while making no

secret of what he is doing or why. According to Gorin, Adams has manipulated Wilson (2014b:

80–81). However, Off the Wagon is not clearly an example of manipulation without deception.

What is clear is that Adams is exploiting Wilson’s alcoholism. However, because Wilson’s

control over her desire to drink is significantly attenuated, Adams’ influence looks more coercive

than manipulative. If that is right, this case is no counterexample at all.
24

Moreover, the account of gamification I have developed is particularly amenable to an

explanation in terms of deception. Gamification, recall, is designing artifacts to induce striving

play. This involves, inter alia, scaffolding that putatively justifies the pursuit the artifact makes

possible, for the sake of the user’s broader purposes—be it losing weight, learning a secondary

language, etc. It is natural to say that this is manipulative, when it is, simply because this pursuit

serves the designers’ hidden purposes. And we can say much the same for the more generic form

of design of which gamification is a species. Providing tools for reasoning, along with normative

scaffolding that putatively justifies using these tools in particular ways, is manipulative when,

and because, using those tools in those ways serves the designers’ hidden purposes.
25

4. Manipulative Design’s Typical Impact on Meaningfulness

Let me wrap up by offering a preliminary account of one way in which manipulative

gamification (and manipulative tools for reasoning with normative scaffolding, more generally)

25
Recalling some of my introductory remarks, one might wonder whether this appeal to the designers’

hidden purposes ascribes too much unified agency to them. My answer is: not really. The designers need

to exhibit only as much unity as it takes to ascribe certain purposes for which they design the artifacts in

the ways they do; they need not ‘wholeheartedly’ endorse these purposes, nor need all aspects or divisions

within the design process be supervised toward this purpose. Even in corporations with several different

semi-autonomous design teams, for example, we can identify core directives for the products being

designed: typically, some rather general strategy for maximizing profits—including some general sort of

target clientele with a particular targeted need or desire, along with, perhaps, a few side constraints (such

as those handed down from the ethics advisory board).

24
My thanks to Moti Gorin, Fleur Jongepier, Lisa Vogt, and Richard Woodward for discussion on this

point in my argument.
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should concern us. I will argue that, typically, using such manipulatively designed artifacts

hinders us from making our lives (more) meaningful.

First, some important stage-setting. Making one’s life (more) meaningful involves

dealing with the following basic challenge. We are agents who can care about all sorts of things

in all sorts of ways, making them a focus of our emotional, attentional, and motivational inner

lives. While we are fortunate that there is an abundance of practices, people, and objects in the

world that befit our caring about them in various ways, we must work out how to properly care

about any particular thing, and how to balance that with our properly caring about every other

thing we do. And yet, our mental resources are scarce regarding this task, not least because

caring is a complex, multimodal, resource-intensive attitude. This constrains us to care about

only some of the things we might, and to care about them in only some of the ways we might. As

a result, we are faced with the ongoing challenge of working out which things to care about, and

how, constrained both by our own limitations and the other things we care about. As I prefer to

put it, we face the challenge of cultivating our cares vis-à-vis their objects and ourselves.

Cultivating caring is key to making our lives more meaningful than they antecedently are.
26

Now, cultivating caring typically proceeds with a considerable amount of improvisation,

experimentation, and reliance on others for guidance. This is for the simple reason that we are

working out what to care about, and how, and so we will not have a clear picture, in advance, of

the caring in question. Because we are still working out what to care about, and how, we lack the

deep understanding that that caring would embody. So the caring we are after cannot guide our

reasoning here and now. And there is little reason to expect that the manner in which we

presently care about whatever we do can reliably develop that richer and deeper caring, for the

caring we are developing could look very different from the caring we presently exhibit.

26
For more, see Parmer (2021). In that paper, I argue that the process of becoming more fulfilled, of

which cultivating caring is a key part, makes our lives more meaningful for us independently of whether

the things we care about have objective value. Here, my argument will not depend on that claim.
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As I said at the end of section 2, gamification is a species of design in which artifacts

induce certain patterns of reasoning and acting by providing users tools for reasoning in the

form of heuristics, supported by scaffolding that (purportedly) justifies using those tools in

specific ways or for the sake of specific purposes. Providing one another with heuristics has a

potentially helpful role to play in working out what to care about, and how. For the use of such

heuristics need not depend on any deep understanding embodied in caring; heuristic reasoning

does not even depend on full-blown deliberation, though it often will require some normative

judgment in the use of the heuristics themselves.
27

Of course, using such heuristics could just as

well hinder us in working out what to care about, and how.

To see how they might be a hindrance in this way, let us walk through an interesting case

study: Duolingo’s early business strategy.

It is perhaps not widely known how Duolingo once generated profits for its owners: it

provided translation services to businesses that were done, for free, by its users in the form of

exercises provided on the app.
28

As in the case of Trust Me, this strategy relied on offering its

users genuine justification to use the platform to learn a new language: they could only get their

users to provide high-quality, free translation labor if the app really did improve their secondary

language(s). However, unlike in the case of Trust Me, it is implausible that, if the founders of

Duolingo thought they could effectively procure free translation services without offering a

genuinely effective learning platform, they would have done so. At least in this respect, their

business model was built on providing free translation services by offering that platform.

It should be noted that, while this aspect of Duolingo’s business model was not common

knowledge, Duolingo made no secret about it: Duolingo’s most prominent business partners in

this set-up were CNN and Buzzfeed, and this partnership was widely reported, including on

28
See https://producthabits.com/duolingo-built-700-million-company-without-charging-users/

(retrieved 18 August, 2020). Duolingo has since abandoned this strategy (see

https://www.quora.com/Why-did-Duolingo-move-from-translation-to-certification-for-monetizing ,

retrieved 2 February, 2020).

27
Indeed, to support the agent’s capacity for self-guidance while reasoning with these heuristics, it ought

to require her own normative judgments. For more on this, consult Parmer (ms).
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Duolingo’s own forums by the founder himself.
29

However, by the time Duolingo announced

these partnerships and executed on this strategy (in 2013), it had already acquired

approximately 5 million active monthly users, and had amassed something of a reputation as the

go-to, free-to-use, effective language-learning platform.
30

So even if Duolingo was not at that

time deceptively profiting off its users’ exercises, it is an open question to what extent users’

foreknowledge of Duolingo’s eventual profiteering strategy would have disincentivized them

from engaging with the app to the extent that they did.

The general shape of this dynamic, however, highlights a more endemic feature of

designing for profit, especially through gamified artifacts: a more enduring purpose, on the part

of the designers, is ever-increasing monetizable engagement. Duolingo, for its part, aims to

secure such engagement by offering an effective learning platform that has no off-ramp.
31

How

the latter strategy serves the former is not always apparent, and the relationship itself can at

times be obscured, especially during the early phases of rollout and adoption.

Most importantly, this more enduring purpose on the part of the designers stands in

some tension with our need to cultivate our cares in order to live more meaningful lives. Recall

what the challenge is: we have to work out which things to care about, and how, constrained

both by our own limitations and the other things we care about. It seems to me that we make

progress on this front with a considerable amount of idiosyncratic fine-tuning in response to our

developing understanding of the proper ways to care about the things in our lives.
32

And

consider, in contrast, the normative support for acting that is embodied in gamified

artifacts—the heuristics they enable, along with their surrounding normative scaffolding. These

32
cf. Nguyen (2020: 207).

31
Indeed, some of the features of Duolingo are plausibly designed to prevent you from setting the app

aside, such as the mechanics in which your “Crowns” break from time to time and have to be put back

together by completing exercises, or the incorporation of “leagues” and leaderboards.

30
See

https://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2013/09/25/duolingo-takes-online-teaching-to-next-level-by

-crowd-sourcing-new-languages/?sh=61e96d1e4dc2 (retrieved 21 February, 2020).

29
See https://forum.duolingo.com/comment/954969/Duolingo-now-translating-BuzzFeed-and-CNN

(retrieved 2 February, 2020).
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features are not amenable to such fine-tuning, but stand together in the ways they do, to induce

the sorts of activity they do, by their designers.

On the one hand, part of what makes these features so appealing is the simulacrum of

clarity and simplicity they lend the pursuits we independently desire.
33

But, on the other, these

features are also designed in part to advance the designers’ purposes, such as ever-increasing

monetizable engagement, rather than to support any such idiosyncratic fine-tuning on the users’

part. For both these reasons, we are poorly positioned to monitor and modify, as needed, our

engagement with these artifacts. How they foster our ongoing engagement with them is often

obscure, as is the manner and extent to which our ongoing engagement serves our purposes

versus those of the designers.

Under such conditions, it is difficult to ascertain which aspects of these artifacts continue

to serve us vis-à-vis the cares we need to cultivate, and which only serve to keep us hooked to

using the artifacts. I have been making this point in the context of using a gamified artifact that

is designed in part for ever-increasing monetizable engagement, but the point generalizes to

many other designed artifacts that provide tools for reasoning with normative scaffolding. Just

as Duolingo fosters ongoing, monetizable engagement by offering an effective language-learning

platform, other artifacts advance their designers’ purposes by providing users with scaffolded

tools for reasoning that advance those users’ purposes. The reader is invited, for example, to

consider how grading rubrics or political platforms might function in this manner.

It is important to emphasize that this particular dynamic as such is not manipulative. As

I said in section 3, it is manipulative when and because these scaffolded tools for reasoning serve

the designers’ hidden purposes. The point I now want to make is rather simple. It is hard enough

prising apart how, and to what extent, the various features of such designed artifacts serve the

purposes for which they are designed to be used—indeed, their utility, as I’ve suggested, partly

inheres in their ability to lend a simulacrum of clarity and simplicity to the pursuit of those

33
cf. Nguyen (2020: 194–197).
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purposes. When the designers’ own purposes are themselves kept hidden, this task is even

harder. We should thus expect it to be quite difficult to work out how to fine-tune our

engagement with these artifacts, not merely vis-à-vis our purposes for using them, but vis-à-vis

the caring we need to cultivate over time.

If these points are basically right, we are now in a position to see two principles of design

ethics in force for providing scaffolded tools for reasoning, when we want these sorts of artifacts

to support cultivating caring and living (more) meaningful lives. It should now be obvious what

those are. The provided tools for reasoning need to come not only with normative scaffolding

justifying the particular manner of their use, but also with disclosure of the designers’ purposes

in providing those scaffolded tools in the first place, plus disclosure of how using those tools (as

they are designed to be used) serves the designers’ purposes.

5. Conclusion

A fuller treatment of these particular issues in design ethics will have to wait for a later occasion.

Since my purpose in this chapter has been to make some headway on a variety of interlocking,

but not well understood, issues, this sketch will have to do for now. Let me end with a brief

recapitulation of the major themes.

The main focus of this chapter has been gamification, understood as a species of design.

Indeed, I motivated giving gamification such an extensive treatment because it is a species of

design through which we might better understand manipulative design. Manipulative design, in

turn, merits careful consideration because it enables manipulation ‘at a distance’ by

manipulators who do not exhibit unified agency in any robust form. In sections 1 and 2, I

defended the view that gamification is inducing striving play for the sake of purposes beyond

those typically found in games, such as to learn a skill, develop certain habits, and so forth. And

I suggested we view gamification as one species of a more generic form of design that involves
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providing tools for reasoning along with scaffolding that purports to justify using those tools in

certain ways.

This genus of design, moreover, offers us a useful starting point for understanding

manipulative design more generally. In section 3, I turned to the question of what makes

gamification manipulative when it is, and sought a suitable explanation that also covers

manipulative design more generally, and that stands as a plausible explanation for many cases

of non-design-based manipulation. There, I defended the simple but compelling view that such

manipulation should be explained in terms of deception, on the part of the manipulator, about

her purposes. In the final section, I turned to an underexplored ethical dimension of

manipulation to explain one way in which manipulative design can be dangerous. Here, drawing

on my view that cultivating caring is a key part of how we make our lives more meaningful, I

sketched an argument to the effect that manipulative design hinders users in making their lives

more meaningful than they antecedently are.
34

34
Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at Freie Universität Berlin and the Manipulation Online

workshop series. My thanks to Barbara Vetter and Richard Woodward, and to Fleur Jongepier and

Michael Klenk, for organizing those respective sessions and providing invaluable feedback. I would also

like to thank the participants of those sessions for their feedback and conversation, especially Christopher

Bartel, Moti Gorin, Kalle Grill, David Heering, Annina Loets, Sven Nyholm, Giacomo Figà Talamanca, and

Lisa Vogt. Additional, special thanks are due to Michael Bratman, Berit Braun, and Niklaas Tepelmann for

wide-ranging conversation that laid the groundwork for this paper.
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